ESCORT ANGEL: A drama suspense romance and mystery thriller

Grace Adams, whose escort name is Angel,
and her two partners of heavenly sexual
seductions are hearing the music. Grace
finds her sexual healings can break hearts,
or fill them to overflowing with the right
touches. The three escorts known as
Charlies Angels show themselves when
they solve the mystery of songwriter Alex
Morgan, only to find themselves off the
grounds of the Sanctuary and spreading
their wings in a hard sex party in the hills
of Malibu with views of the Pacific Ocean
and naked heavenly Angel sights. Three
Escort Angels and men who want female
blessings bring new sights and sounds to
sexual games of musical chairs. Alex
Morgan returns, wanting an encore. People
play sexual games three ways with the
promise of a duet. Angel is the hooker
with the heart of gold who uses sex to keep
herself in tune while her friends Faith and
Mercy provide backup and luscious bodied
support. Grace and Alex make real music
together sexually, then later all three of the
sexual Angels find their voices when the
microphones are on. Redheaded beauty
Mercy warms up for her turn in the
spotlight and the brunette lovely Faith is
caught being up to her old tricks in new
ways. When the three sexperts put on a
show the escort business sounds wonderful.
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